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Abstract

Given a graph with edges colored red or blue and an integer k, the exact perfect matching problem asks
if there exists a perfect matching with exactly k red edges. There exists a randomized polylogarithmic-time
parallel algorithm to solve this problem, dating back to the eighties, but no deterministic polynomial-time
algorithm is known, even for bipartite graphs. In this paper we show that there is no sub-exponential sized
linear program that can describe the convex hull of exact matchings in bipartite graphs. In fact, we prove
something stronger, that there is no sub-exponential sized linear program to describe the convex hull of perfect
matchings with an odd number of red edges.

1 Introduction

The perfect matching problem is a central question in combinatorial optimization with a long and rich history. The
first efficient (polynomial-time) algorithm for bipartite graphs can be traced back more than a century to Jacobi [1]
and, for general graphs, a celebrated result by Edmonds [8] gave an efficient algorithm in 1965. Furthermore, a
very recent breakthrough shows that we can even solve the problem in bipartite graphs in near-linear time [6].
We thus have a very good understanding of the basic problem. In contrast, and perhaps surprisingly, it remains
a notorious problem to devise efficient deterministic algorithms for slight variations. A prominent example is the
exact perfect matching problem: given an integer k and a graph where each edge is colored either red or blue, the
goal is to find a perfect matching with exactly k red edges or to determine that such a matching does not exist.

This simple-to-state problem admits a very intriguing status that is related to the power of randomness in
algorithms. While there are several problems that admit efficient randomized algorithms but for which no efficient
deterministic algorithms are known, celebrated results in complexity theory strongly indicate that all efficient
randomized algorithms can in fact be derandomized [15]. Thus, our inability to find deterministic algorithms
for problems that admit randomized ones is very likely due to a lack of algorithmic techniques. The gap in
our understanding of the exact matching problem is especially large. If we restrict ourselves to deterministic
algorithms, then efficient algorithms are only known for very special graph families such as complete graphs,
complete bipartite graphs [12], bounded independence number graphs, and FPT algorithms [9],[16]. In particular,
we have no deterministic sequential algorithm that solves the above-mentioned problem efficiently even on bipartite
graphs. In contrast, if we allow for randomness, then we have polylogarithmic-time parallel algorithms that solve
them on general graphs. Specifically, Mulmuley, Vazirani, and Vazirani [17] gave a beautiful randomized efficient
parallel algorithm for finding perfect matchings that generalizes nicely to variations such as the exact matching
problem.

The versatile randomized approach by Mulmuley, Vazirani, and Vazirani was published in 1987 and there
was little progress in derandomizing it for decades. Then, in a relatively recent breakthrough [10], Fenner,
Gurjar, Thierauf almost completely derandomized their approach for the perfect matching problem in bipartite
graphs (almost since their deterministic parallel algorithm requires quasi-polynomially many processors instead of
polynomially many). Building on the techniques in [10], the results have now been extended to perfect matchings
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in general graphs [21], matroid intersection [13], and totally unimodular polytopes [14]. In all of these works,
our excellent polyhedral understanding of these problems have been crucial in the derandomization of [17]. A
major difficulty in extending these techniques to obtain a deterministic algorithm for the exact matching problem
is that we do not have a good polyhedral understanding, i.e., an amenable description of the convex hull of the
indicator vectors of exact perfect matchings. The goal of this paper is to advance our polyhedral understanding
of the exact matching problem.

The convex hull of perfect matchings in bipartite graphs has a very simple and small (linearly many
inequalities) description. But what happens to the exact matching problem in bipartite graphs? In other words,
how much more complex is this polytope when we introduce the constraint that the perfect matchings must
have exactly k red edges? In this paper, we show that the description of the polytope becomes significantly more
complex and the exact perfect matching problem cannot be solved by a linear program of subexponential size even
for bipartite graphs1. More formally, we are given an instance In,k = (Gn = (U, V,E), k), where |U | = |V | = n,
and there are two parallel edges, one each of red and blue, between every pair u ∈ U and v ∈ V . We define the
associated polytope of In,k as the convex hull of the characteristic vectors of all perfect matchings with exactly
k red edges, i.e. PIn,k

:= conv({χM : M is a perfect matching ∧ |{e : e ∈ M ∧ e is red }| = k}) ⊆ R
E . Our main

result is that the polytope PIn,k
has exponential extension complexity.

Theorem 1.1. For all n > 0, there exists some k := k(n) such that xc(PIn,k
) = 2Ω(n).

Remark 1.1. Theorem 1.1 can be strengthened in the following way: fix any constant ǫ > 0, then for all n > 0
and ǫn ≤ k ≤ (1 − ǫ)n, xc(PIn,k

) = 2Ω(n). This stronger result directly follows from the simple observation that
for any n, k, n′, k′ such that k′ ≥ k, n′ − k′ ≥ n− k, PIn,k

is isomorphic to some face of PIn′,k′
.

In fact, our paper proves a stronger result. Consider the following problem: we are given a bipartite graph
where each edge is colored either red or blue. Instead of finding a perfect matching with exactly k red edges, we
aim to find a perfect matching with an odd number of red edges. We call this problem parity bipartite perfect
matching. Given the graph Gn = (U, V,E), let Mall(Gn) denote the set of all perfect matchings of Gn with an
odd number of red edges. The (odd-)parity bipartite perfect matching polytope associated with Gn is defined as
PGn := conv({χM : M ∈ Mall(Gn)}). We show that this polytope has exponential extension complexity.

Theorem 1.2. For all n > 0, xc(PGn) = 2Ω(n).

Note that PGn = conv(∪k oddPIn,k
). Using the following basic fact in [3] on the extension complexity of the

convex hull of a union of polytopes, one can directly deduce Theorem 1.1 from Theorem 1.2.

Fact 1.1. ([3]) Let P1, . . . , Pk be a set of polytopes. Then xc(∪1≤i≤kPi) ≤
∑k

i=1 xc(Pi).

Remark 1.2. First, our result also applies to perfect matching with an even (instead of odd) number of red edges
(See Claim 3.1 and Remark 3.1). Second, our result also applies to simple graphs because we can replace parallel
edges with a gadget to get a simple graph. The gadget is as follows: replace each parallel edge (u, v) with a path of
length three by adding two vertices, xr, yr for the vertices subdividing the red edge and xb, yb for subdividing the
blue edge. The color of the new edge (u, xr) is red and all others are blue. Then if neither color edge of (u, v) is
used in a perfect matching in the multigraph it means that vertices u and v are both matched by other edges so we
can find a perfect matching in the simple graph by taking (xr, yr) and (xb, yb) of the simple graph, and this doesn’t
change the number of red edges. If the blue edge of (u, v) is taken in the multigraph then in the simple graph we
take (u, xb), (yb, v), and (xr , yr). Otherwise take (u, xr), (yr, v), and (xb, yb), and note that we take one red edge
in the simple graph exactly when one red edge is taken in the multigraph. It is not difficult to see that this gadget
reduction preserves the extension complexity. In the simple graph we can let x(u,v) be the indicator variable for
(u, xr) (and (yr, v)) and then 1 − x(u,v) is the indicator variable for (xr , yr) since (u, xr) and (yr, v) are always
taken together, exactly when (xr, yr) is not taken. Then it is clear that the polytope for perfect matchings with
an odd number of red edges in the simple graph can be projected down to the original multigraph and thus has no
smaller extension complexity (in fact they are isomorphic so they have the same extension complexity).

1We remark that this question only makes sense for bipartite graphs and not for general graphs due to the breakthrough result
by Rothvoss [19]: already the perfect matching problem has exponential extension complexity in general graphs.



Further related work. While we show that the extension complexity of the parity bipartite perfect
matching problem is exponential, the weighted version of parity bipartite perfect matching admits a deterministic
polynomial-time algorithm. One first computes a min-weight perfect matching, and should this matching have
an even number of red edges, then compute a min-weight alternating cycle with an odd number of red edges
and output the symmetric difference. This can be done in polynomial time which is implied by a more general
result by Artmann, Weismantel, and Zenklusen [2] on so-called network matrices, which also capture bipartite
matchings. [2] also gave a strongly polynomial-time algorithm for solving integer programs where the constraint
matrix with rank n is bimodular, i.e. all determinants of n× n sub-matrices are bounded by 2 in absolute value.
Their first step is to reduce bimodular integer programming to a totally unimodular integer linear program with
an additional parity constraint, which is a generalization of the parity matching problem in bipartite graphs.
While it is known that certain such problems have exponential extension complexity [5] via a close connection to
the perfect matching problem in general graphs, it is unlikely that there is a simple reduction to our problem.
In particular, the algorithm for totally unimodular matrices with a parity constraint is much more complex than
the one for the parity bipartite perfect matching problem.

Other work related to the extension complexity of the matching polytope include [4] in which the authors
generalize the result of [19] by exploring the approximability of the matching polytope by a linear program. A
tight bound is obtained for a (1 + ǫ)-approximation when ǫ ∈ O(1/n). The work in [20] extends the tight lower
bounds to all ǫ, 2/n ≤ ǫ ≤ 1.

1.1 Proof Overview Our proof of the exponential extension complexity of the parity bipartite perfect
matching polytope follows the recipe of Rothvoss’s proof of the exponential extension complexity of the matching
polytope [19]. The end goal is to demonstrate an exponential lower bound on the non-negative rank of a slack
matrix of inequalities valid for the polytope. However, we have three fundamental differences when applying this
recipe to our problem. The first is that while the polytope of matchings in general graphs is well-understood (by
the work of Edmonds [7]) and automatically provides a set of inequalities to be used in the slack matrix, there
was no such set of inequalities known for the parity bipartite matching problem until this work. In addition to
the standard vertex-degree constraints of the bipartite perfect matching polytope, we have inequalities resulting
from what we call labels and these are used to exhibit an exponential lower bound on the non-negative rank of
the slack matrix. In Section 3, we describe this relaxation in detail and in Section 5 we prove that our relaxation
is empty if and only if the graph has no perfect matching with an odd number of red edges. We leave it as an
interesting open problem to resolve whether or not our relaxation is in fact integral.

The second issue we now face is that we have a problem in a bipartite graph. The convex hull of integral
matchings in bipartite graphs can be expressed by just linearly many inequalities and we lose the structure of
odd-cuts that Rothvoss uses in his slack matrix. In other words, we have to define our own concept of partitions
that exploits the characteristics of the parity problem. Our partitions are defined in Section 4.2 and the remainder
of Section 4 proves the main technical ingredient, Lemma 4.2, which states that large-enough rectangles cover
too many entries of large slack to be able to decompose into a subexponential-sized non-negative factorization.
In order to follow the framework of Rothvoss, we need our definition of partitions and triples of sets to allow
us to generate entries in the slack matrix. For a fixed triple and fixed rectangle, we can look at the probability
that a uniformly random matching (or labeling) selected from all matchings (or labelings) that respect the triple
lies in the rectangle. In particular, these triples need to be defined in such a way that the measure of small-
and large-slack entries is an expectation over all partitions of the product of the above described probabilities.
Then instead of directly comparing the entries in the slack matrix we can compare the contribution of triples
to small- and large-slack entries. We use the same naming convention as Rothvoss and split our triples into
three categories: good, small, and bad. Roughly speaking, good triples are those where generated matchings and
labelings are almost uniform, small triples have small contribution anyway, and bad triples are neither of the first
two. Their formal treatments can be found in Sections 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6, respectively.

Our third challenge is a technical one and is regarding the contribution of good triples. The details can be
found in Section 4.5. Rothvoss uses a partition structure given in a pair of sets and is able to show that for a
large enough non-zero rectangle, the second set in good pairs that generate slack-2 entries cannot overlap on more
than one element. Hence, large-enough rectangles cover too few small-slack entries to be decomposed into a small
non-negative factorization of the slack matrix. This argument does not quite work for us. We require an extra
condition on the structure of the triples to be able to use this approach, which we get in part as a consequence of



the partitions we set up. We also need to take permutations on the part of the partition that generates positive
slack entries and use the probabilistic method to show that a certain family of permutations exists.

2 Preliminaries

In our paper, a set can be either ordered or unordered. We will use bold letters to denote sequences (ordered
sets) and non-bold letters to denote unordered sets. For example, A is a sequence while B is an unordered set.

We specify each edge e ∈ E by a triple (u, v, c), where u ∈ U and v ∈ V are two vertices and c is the color of
the edge (either red or blue).

The extension complexity of a polytope P , denoted by xc(P ), is the smallest integer r > 0 such that P is a
linear projection of some r-facet polytope Q.

Let P be a polytope with vertices x1, . . . , xl, i.e. P = conv(x1, . . . , xl), and let C be a set of inequalities
C = {a⊤i x ≤ bi : 1 ≤ i ≤ m} such that P is feasible w.r.t. all the inequalities in C, i.e. P ⊆ {x : a⊤i x ≤ bi, ∀1 ≤
i ≤ m}. Define the slack matrix of P w.r.t. C, denoted S(P,C), as an l × m non-negative real matrix with
S(P,C)i,j := bj − a⊤j xi.

Given a non-negative rank matrix S ∈ R
n×m
≥0 , we use rk+(S) to denote the non-negative rank of S, which is

defined as the smallest positive integer r such that S can be written as the sum of r non-negative rank-1 matrices,
or equivalently, S =

∑

i∈[r] uiv
⊤
i , where ui ∈ R

n
≥0, vi ∈ R

m
≥0 are non-negative vectors.

Theorem 2.1. ([22]) Given a polytope P and a set of inequalities C = {a⊤i x ≤ bi : 1 ≤ i ≤ m}, if the inequalities
in C exactly characterize P , i.e. P = {x : a⊤i x ≤ bi, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ m}, then xc(P ) = rk+(S(P,C)).

Note that the above theorem holds for any linear inequality characterization of P . This implies that the non-
negative rank of the slack matrix associated with a loose linear inequality characterization is a lower bound for the
extension complexity, since we can make the characterization tight by adding inequalities and the non-negative
rank of a matrix is no smaller than that of its submatrix.

Corollary 2.1. Given a polytope P and a set of inequalities C = {a⊤i x ≤ bi : 1 ≤ i ≤ m}, if P is feasible w.r.t.
all the inequalities in C, then rk+(S(P,C)) ≤ xc(P ).

Exactly characterizing the non-negative rank of a matrix is usually difficult. In [11], the authors use the
covering number to give a lower bound for the non-negative rank. Unfortunately, in our setting, the covering
number is too loose. We will use the following stronger tool from [19] based on hyperplane separation.

Lemma 2.1. ([19]) Let S ∈ R
l×m
≥0 be a non-negative real matrix. Then for any real matrix W ∈ R

l×m with at
least one positive entry,

rk+(S) ≥
〈W,S〉

‖S‖∞ ·max{〈W,uv⊤〉 : u ∈ {0, 1}l, v ∈ {0, 1}m}
.

Here, 〈W,S〉 :=
∑l

i=1

∑m
j=1 Sij ·Wij is the Frobenius inner product.

3 Relaxation of the Polytope

In this section, we exhibit a set of inequalities with a nice structure that is valid for the parity bipartite perfect
matching polytope and suffices to show this polytope has exponential extension complexity. The intuition behind
our relaxation is the following basic idea: if we have a collection of disjoint 4-cycles where each cycle has alternating
red and blue edges then it is clear that there is no perfect matching with an odd number of red edges. Similarly,
take the bipartite graph in Figure 1 where we partition U into U0 ⊔ U1 and V into V0 ⊔ V1 where for simplicity
suppose for now that |U0| = |V1|. Any perfect matching must take the same number of edges from (U0, V0) as
from (U1, V1) since |U0| = |V1|. Hence, if all edges in (U0, V0) and (U1, V1) are red and all others are blue, this
graph does not have a perfect matching with an odd number of red edges. We now formally give the relaxation
in full generality which is based on this construction.

As aforementioned, our inequalities come from the vertex labelings of G. Define

Lall(G) := {L : U ∪ V → {0, 1} : |L−1(1)| ≡ n (mod 2)}
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Figure 1: This graph does not have a perfect matching with an odd number of red edges.

as the set of 0-1 labelings for which the number of ones has the same parity as n. We associate each labeling
L ∈ Lall(G) with a set of edges

EL := {e = (u, v, c) : L(u) = L(v), c = blue} ∪ {e = (u, v, c) : L(u) 6= L(v), c = red}.

We claim that for any perfect matching M with an odd number of red edges, there must be some edge in M that
belongs to EL for every labeling L. We say a colored edge e = (u, v, c) violates a labeling L if e ∈ EL. Otherwise,
we say that it is correct or consistent with respect to a labelling.

Claim 3.1. Let M ∈ Mall(G) and L ∈ Lall(G). Then |M ∩ EL| ≥ 1.

Proof. For a contradiction, suppose M ⊆ E \ EL. Let Ut := {u ∈ U : L(u) = t} and Vt := {v ∈ V : L(v) = t}.
See Figure 1 for a diagram. Let x := |M ∩ E(U1, V1)| be the number of edges between U1 and V1 in M . Since
M is perfect, |M ∩ E(U0, V1)| = |M ∩ E(U, V1)| − |M ∩ E(U1, V1)| = |V1| − x. By the same argument, we have
|M ∩ E(U0, V0)| = (n− |U1|)− (|V1| − x).

Since M ⊆ E \ EL, {e ∈ M : e is red} = (M ∩ E(U1, V1)) ∪ (M ∩E(U0, V0)). Thus

|{e ∈ M : e is red}| = n− |U1| − |V1|+ 2x (3.1)

is even since n and |U1|+ |V1| = |L−1(1)| have the same parity, leading to a contradiction.

By Claim 3.1, the following relaxation is valid for the parity bipartite perfect matching polytope.

∑

e∈δ(u)

xe = 1 for all u ∈ U ∪ V

∑

e∈EL

xe ≥ 1 for all L ∈ Lall(G) (CG)

xe ≥ 0 for all e ∈ E.

Remark 3.1. Note that the relaxation can be formulated for an even number of red edges by letting Lall(G) to be
the set of labels such that |L−1(1)| and n have different parities for all L ∈ Lall(G) .

Let CG be the set of constraints above. Recall that PG is the parity bipartite perfect matching polytope
associated with G. As Theorem 3.1 shows, PG is feasible w.r.t. all the inequalities in CG. By Corollary 2.1, to
prove Theorem 1.2, it suffices to show the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1. For all n > 0, rk+(S(PG, CG)) = 2Ω(n).



Now we can see why the covering number is loose. In fact, it is very similar to the observation made in [22]
that the covering number is insufficient to show that the perfect matching polytope has exponential extention
complexity. Consider only the labeling constraints. For any pair e1, e2 of non-adjacent edges, let Le1,e2 be the set
of labelings that are violated by e1 and e2 and let Me1,e2 be the set of perfect matchings that contain e1 and e2.
By Claim 3.1 we have that the slack entry (M,L) is non-zero for any M ∈ Me1,e2 and L ∈ Le1,e2 so the O(n4)

rectangles of the form Le1,e2 ×Me1,e2 are a valid rectangle covering. However, an entry with slack ℓ lies in
(
ℓ+1
2

)

rectangles since there are ℓ+1 edges that are violating. So we do not get a valid non-negative factorization of the
slack matrix as O(n4) many 0/1 rank-1 matrices, for the same reason as in [19] that large entries are over-covered.
Nonetheless, we will use the hyperplane separation bound to give an exponential lower bound on the extension
complexity of the parity bipartite matching polytope.

4 Proof of Theorem 3.1

In this section we prove Theorem 3.1. From now on, we will focus on the case when n = 4k(2m + 1) + 3 is
odd, where k ≥ 400 is some large constant and n grows with m. In particular, our proof works only when m is
sufficiently large, say greater than 20 · (4k)!.

As mentioned in the previous section, our proof for Theorem 3.1 relies on Lemma 2.1. In Section 4.1, we
construct the weight function W which gives an exponential lower bound in Lemma 2.1. The weight function
consists of two key components: µ3 and µ4k+3 which are distributions on slack-2 and slack-(4k + 2) entries
respectively. Then we convert our problem into finding µ3, µ4k+3 and proving that any large rectangle w.r.t. µ3

disjoint from slack-0 entries must over-cover µ4k+3. Before describing µ3 and µ4k+3, we introduce the notion
of partitions in Section 4.2, which will be crucial in generating the distributions. The idea is that for any
fixed partition, we can compare the measures µ3 and µ4k+3 on the entries of a rectangle that are induced by
the partition. In Section 4.3, we use partitions to express µ3 and µ4k+3 as sums of product distributions. In
particular, each product distribution for µ3 is represented by a triple (T,H,D). To give an upper bound on µ3 in
terms of µ4k+3, in Section 4.4, we classify the triples into three categories: good, small, and bad, and then give a
one line bound for the contribution of small triples. We will then bound the contribution of good triples and bad
triples in Section 4.5 and 4.6, respectively.

4.1 The Weight Function for Lemma 2.1 We will use Lemma 2.1 to show Theorem 3.1. First, let us
construct the weight function W in the hyperplane separation lemma.

For any M ∈ Mall(G) and L ∈ Lall(G), we call (M,L) an l-violation pair if |M ∩ EL| = l, i.e., it is a
slack-(l− 1) entry. Our “hard” weight function W is defined as follows:

WM,L :=







−∞ |M ∩EL| = 1
µ3(M,L) |M ∩EL| = 3

− 1
4k+2 · µ4k+3(M,L) |M ∩ EL| = 4k + 3

0 otherwise,

where µ3 and µ4k+3 are some distributions on 3-violation and (4k + 3)-violation pairs respectively, which will be
specified later.

It is easy to verify that

〈W,S(PG, CG)〉 = 0 · −∞+ (3− 1)−
(4k + 3)− 1

4k + 2
= 1. (4.2)

We say that a two-party function R : Mall(G) × Lall(G) → {0, 1} is a rectangle if R = uv⊤ for some
boolean vectors u ∈ {0, 1}Mall(G) and v ∈ {0, 1}Lall(G). Given a distribution µ over Mall(G)× Lall(G), we define
µ(R) := 〈µ,R〉 as the probability that a pair (M,L) sampled from µ belongs to R. We show that the inner
product of W and any rectangle is tiny.

Lemma 4.1. Let R : Mall(G) × Lall(G) → {0, 1} be a rectangle. Then 〈W,R〉 ≤ 2−γm+1 for some constant
γ := γ(k) > 0.



A BC

Figure 2: Visualization of a partition T = (A,C,B). Each of the m blocks in A and B have 4k pairs of vertices
while C has 4k + 3 pairs.

Equation (4.2) and Lemma 4.1 directly imply Theorem 3.1:

rk+(S(PG, CG)) ≥

=1
︷ ︸︸ ︷

〈W,S(PG, CG)〉

‖S(PG, CG)‖∞
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≤n−1

·max{〈W,R〉 : R is a rectangle}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≤2−γm+1

= 2Ω(n).

To show Lemma 4.1, we only need to show:

Lemma 4.2. Let R : Mall(G) × Lall(G) → {0, 1} be a rectangle. If for all (M,L) ∈ R, |M ∩ EL| > 1, then
µ3(R) ≤ 40

k2 · µ4k+3(R) + 2−γm when m is sufficiently large.

Proof. [Proof of Lemma 4.1 assuming Lemma 4.2] If R contains a 1-violation entry, by definition, 〈W,R〉 = −∞.
Otherwise, when k ≥ 400, we have

〈W,R〉 = 2µ3(R) −
1

4k + 2
µ4k+3(R) ≤

(
80

k2
−

1

4k + 2

)

µ4k+3(R) + 2−γm+1 ≤ 2−γm+1.

Intuitively, the above lemma is saying that any “large” rectangle disjoint from 1-violation entries must over-cover
(4k + 3)-violation entries, where by “large” rectangles we mean rectangles that cover at least a 2−γm+2-fraction
of 3-violation entries according to µ3.

In the rest of this section, we prove Lemma 4.2.

4.2 Partitions The vertices of the graph are labeled u1, . . . , un ∈ U and v1, . . . , vn ∈ V . For each i ∈ [n],
(ui, vi) are naturally made into pairs. Note that a vertex might not be matched with the vertex in the same pair
when talking about µ3 and µ4k+3 later.

Similar to Rothvoss’s partition, our partition consists of A = {A1, . . . ,Am}, which will be used to generate
almost uniform labelings, and B = {B1, . . . ,Bm}, which will be used to generate almost uniform matchings. We
also have a set C (in Rothvoss’s proof C and D are used), the only part that causes violations.

Unlike Rothvoss’s partition, since our graph is colored, each block Ai or Bi cannot contain all the labelings
or all the matchings. Thus, in each block, vertices are not “identical”. In fact, vertices (or more precisely, pairs)
are “ordered” in each Ai and Bi in our partition (C is not ordered at this stage).

Formally, a partition T is defined as T := (A = {A1, . . . ,Am}, C,B = {B1, . . . ,Bm}) where

• A contains m disjoint blocks A1, . . . ,Am where each Ai is a sequence of 4k pairs of vertices.

• B contains m disjoint blocks B1, . . . ,Bm where each Bi is a sequence of 4k pairs of vertices.
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Figure 3: The matching MA(D) and the labeling LB(D). Mall(T ) are all matchings that are exactly MA(D) on
all A-blocks and consistent with LB(D) on all B-blocks. Lall(T ) are labelings that are exactly LB(D) on B-blocks
and consistent with MA(D) on A-blocks.

• C is an unordered set of the remaining 4k + 3 pairs of vertices.

Given an ordered set of pairs of vertices A (resp. an unordered set A), let GA (resp. GA), be a subgraph
induced by all the vertices in A (resp. A). Given an M ∈ Mall(G) and L ∈ Lall(G), let MA (resp. MA) be
the matching resulting from restricting M on GA (resp. GA). Let LA (resp. LA) be the labeling resulting from
restricting L on GA (resp. GA). For M a matching that is perfect on GA, we say MA is consistent with LA if all
the edges in MA are correct w.r.t. LA.

Now let us see what is inside Ai and Bj . Given a sequence of 4k pairs of verticesD = ((u1, v1), . . . , (u4k, v4k))
where (uj , vj) is the j-th pair in D, let MA(D) be a perfect matching of GD defined as

MA(D) = {e = (uj , v2k+j , red) : 1 ≤ j ≤ 2k} ∪ {e = (u2k+j , vj , red) : 1 ≤ j ≤ 2k}.

In each block Ai, the matching is fixed to be MA(Ai). And LAi , the labeling restricted on Ai, can be any labeling
consistent with MA(Ai).

Similarly, given a sequence of 4k pairs of vertices D = ((u1, v1), . . . , (u4k, v4k)), let LB(D) be a labeling of
GD defined as follows.

• For every j ∈ [1, k] ∪ [2k + 1, 3k], LB(D)(uj) = LB(D)(vj) = 1.

• For every j ∈ [k + 1, 2k] ∪ [3k + 1, 4k], LB(D)(uj) = LB(D)(vj) = 0.

Note that MA(D) is consistent with LB(D).
In each block Bi the labeling is fixed to be LB(Bi). And MBi , the matching restricted on Bi, can be any

perfect matching consistent with LB(Bi).
Define

Mall(T ) :={M : MAi = MA(Ai), MBi is consistent with LB(Bi)∀1 ≤ i ≤ m, MC has odd number of

red edges}

and
Lall(T ) := {L : LBi = LB(Bi), LAi is consistent with MA(Ai)∀1 ≤ i ≤ m, |L−1

C (1)| is odd}.

For any M ∈ Mall(T ), by a parity argument, both MAi and MBi contain an even number of red edges, which
implies M ∈ Mall. Similarly, for any L ∈ Lall(T ), both |L−1

Ai
(1)| and |L−1

Bi
(1)| are even, which implies |L−1(1)| is

odd. Thus Mall(T ) ⊆ Mall,Lall(T ) ⊆ Lall. Note that for any fixed partition T , M ∈ Mall(T ), and L ∈ Lall(T ),
violations caused by (M,L) only occur in C.



4.3 Generating the distributions From now on, we fix R = M×L to be a rectangle disjoint from 1-violation
entries.

To quantitatively characterize µ3(R) and µ4k+3(R), we need the following notation. Let T = (A =
{A1, . . . ,Am}, C,B = {B1, . . . ,Bm}) be a partition, M ′ be a perfect matching of C, define

pM,T (M
′) := Pr

M∼Mall(T,M ′)
[M ∈ M]

where Mall(T,M
′) := {M ∈ Mall(T ) : MC = M ′}, as the probability that a uniform matching M among all

matchings w.r.t. T whose restriction on C is M ′ lies in M. Similarly, for any labeling L′ of C, define

pL,T (L
′) := Pr

L∼Lall(T,L′)
[L ∈ L]

where Lall(T, L
′) := {L ∈ Lall(T ) : LC = L′}, as the probability that a uniform labeling L among all labelings

w.r.t. T whose restriction on C is L′ lies in L.
To generate µ3, we first sample a uniform partition T . Then we uniformly select three pairs of vertices from

C. We call this unordered set H . Afterwards, we order the remaining 4k pairs of vertices uniformly at random
to get D = D1 ⊔D2, where D1 is an ordered set of the first 2k pairs of vertices in D and D2 is an ordered set of
the last 2k pairs. Since T,H,D will appear very frequently in the rest of the section, we use T to denote the set
of all the potential triples (T,H,D) generated at this stage.

Let M3(H) be a perfect matching of H where vertices in each pair are connected by a red edge and L3(H)
be a labeling of H where all the vertices of H in U are labeled with 1 and those in V are labeled with 0. Note
that all the edges in M3(H) violate L3(H).

Then we can generate (M,L) according to a product distribution. Sample M ∼ Mall(T,M3(H ∪ D)),
and L ∼ Mall(T, L3(H ∪ D)) uniformly and independently, where M3(H ∪ D) := M3(H) ∪ MA(D) and
L3(H ∪ D) := L3(H) ∪ LB(D). Any potential outcome (M,L) is a 3-violation pair since the violations only
occur in H .

Quantitatively, µ3(R) can be expressed as

µ3(R) = ET [EH,D[pM,T (M3(H ∪D)) · pL,T (L3(H ∪D))]]. (4.3)

On the other hand, to generate µ4k+3, we first sample a uniform partition T . Then we uniformly order the
pairs of vertices in C. Let C = F ⊔D2 denote the obtained ordered set, where F is the ordered set of the first
2k + 3 pairs of vertices and D2 is the ordered set of the last 2k pairs.

Similar to what we did for µ3, we can then sample (M,L) according to a product distribution. Let
C = ((u−2, v−2), . . ., (u4k, v4k)), where (uj , vj) is the (j + 3)-th pair of C. Let M4k+3(C) be a perfect matching
of C defined as

M4k+3(C) := {e = (uj , vj , red) : −2 ≤ j ≤ 4k}.

We also let L4k+3(C) be a labeling of C, where

• for every −2 ≤ j ≤ 2k, L4k+3(C)(uj) = 1, L4k+3(C)(vj) = 0;

• for every 2k + 1 ≤ j ≤ 4k, L4k+3(C)(u2k+j) = 0, L4k+3(C)(v2k+j) = 1.

Then we sample M ∼ Mall(T,M4k+3(C)) and L ∼ Lall(T, L4k+3(C)) uniformly and independently. Any
potential outcome (M,L) is a (4k + 3)-violation pair since all the edges in MC violate the labeling and all the
matching edges in A and B are consistent with the labeling.

µ4k+3(R) can also be quantitatively expressed as

µ4k+3(R) = ET [EC=F⊔D2 [pM,T (M4k+3(C)) · pL,T (L4k+3(C))]].

4.4 Classification of Triples In this section, we classify triples (T,H,D) ∈ T into three categories: good,
bad, or small w.r.t. the rectangle R = M×L. From now on, we fix 0 < ǫ < 1

3 to be a constant.
Given a triple (T,H,D) ∈ T , recall that T = (A = {A1, . . . ,Am}, C,B = {B1, . . . ,Bm}) is a partition, D

is a sequence of 4k pairs of vertices in C, and H is the set of the remaining 3 pairs in C. We say (T,H,D) is
L-good if the distribution of LD obtained by sampling a uniform L ∈ L that satisfies LH = L3(H) is close to a
uniform distribution over all labelings consistent with MA(D). Below is the formal definition.
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Figure 4: The matching M4k+3(C) and the labeling L4k+3(C). We also show the breakdown of C = F ∪D2 in
the triple (T,H,D).

Definition 4.1. (L-good) A triple (T,H,D) ∈ T is said to be L-good if for any labeling of D consistent with
MA(D), denoted L′,

0 <
1

1 + ǫ
pL,T (L3(H) ∪ L′) ≤ pL,T (L3(H ∪D)) ≤ (1 + ǫ)pL,T (L3(H) ∪ L′).

Likewise, we say a triple (T,H,D) is M-good if the distribution of MD obtained by sampling a uniform M ∈ M
that satisfies MH = M3(H) is close to a uniform distribution over all matchings consistent with LB(D).

Definition 4.2. (M-good) A triple (T,H,D) ∈ T is said to be M-good if for any perfect matching of D

consistent with LB(D), denoted M ′,

0 <
1

1 + ǫ
pM,T (M3(H) ∪M ′) ≤ pM,T (M3(H ∪D)) ≤ (1 + ǫ)pM,T (M3(H) ∪M ′).

We say (T,H,D) is good if it is both M-good and L-good.
If a triple (T,H,D) is not good, it can be either bad or small. We say a triple is small if after fixing T , H ,

and D, the intersection of R and the product distribution is exponentially small. A triple is bad if it is neither
good nor small. Below is the formal definition.

Definition 4.3. A triple (T,H,D) ∈ T is small if either pM,T (M3(H∪D)) ≤ 2−δm or pL,T (L3(H∪D)) ≤ 2−δm

for some constant δ := δ(k) > 0, which will be determined later. If a triple is neither good or small, then it is bad.

Let GOOD(T,H,D), SMALL(T,H,D), and BAD(T,H,D) be the indicator functions of whether (T,H,D)
is good, small, or bad, respectively. We will get the following bounds for each type of triple of the right-hand side
of (4.3):

ET [EH,D[GOOD(T,H,D) · pM,T (M3(H ∪D)) · pL,T (L3(H ∪D))]] ≤
20

k2
µ4k+3(R), (4.4)

ET [EH,D[SMALL(T,H,D) · pM,T (M3(H ∪D)) · pL,T (L3(H ∪D))]] ≤ 2−δm, (4.5)

ET [EH,D[BAD(T,H,D) · pM,T (M3(H ∪D)) · pL,T (L3(H ∪D))]] ≤ ǫ · µ3(R) + 2−ηm, (4.6)

where η := η(k) > 0 is some constant which will be determined later. Summing up (4.4),(4.5),and (4.6), we obtain

µ3(R) ≤
20

k2
µ4k+3(R) + 2−δm + ǫ · µ3(R) + 2−ηm.



By choosing γ = min{δ, η}/2, we directly obtain Lemma 4.2.
In fact, (4.5) can be proved in one line. For any triple (T,H,D), the product in the expectation is upper

bounded by 2−δm. Note that the expectation is always no larger than the maximum.
In the rest of this section we will prove (4.4) and (4.6).

4.5 Contributions of Good Triples In this section, we prove (4.4). That is,

ET [EH,D[GOOD(T,H,D) · pM,T (M3(H ∪D)) · pL,T (L3(H ∪D))]] ≤
20

k2
µ4k+3(R) . (4.4)

In the above expectation, we first select uniformly at random a partition T = (A = {A1, . . . ,Am}, C,B =
{B1, . . . ,Bm}). Then H is selected to be three uniformly at random pairs of vertices from C, and finally we order
the remaining 4k vertices uniformly at random to get D.

We describe an alternative but equivalent viewpoint of selecting T,H,D. While this alternative viewpoint
is more cumbersome, it will allow us to relate the above expectation to µ4k+3. In this description we will use
a family {σpos(H,F)}pos(H,F)∈([2k+3]

3 ) of permutations. We later show, using the probabilistic method, that there

is a family with nice properties that allows us to prove (4.4) (see Lemma 4.4). The alternative way of selecting
T,H,D proceeds as follows. As before, we first uniformly sample the partition T . But now we first uniformly at
random permute all the 4k+3 vertices in C to get C = F⊔D2, where we let F denote the ordered set of the first
2k + 3 pairs of vertices and D2 denote the ordered set of the remaining 2k pairs. Then we uniformly sample 3
pairs from F. Call this unordered set H . We let pos(H,F) ∈

(
[2k+3]

3

)
denote the set of three indices representing

the positions of H in F. Then we apply permutation σpos(H,F) to F \ H to get D1 = σpos(H,F)(F \ H), where
F \H is an ordered set obtained by removing H from F without changing the order of the other pairs. Finally,
we concatenate D2 to the end of D1 and get D = D1 ⊔D2. We remark that any three pairs of F is a uniformly
random sample of three pairs of C due to the random permutation of C. So H is three uniformly random pairs of
C. Similarly, we have that D is a uniformly random permutation of the remaining 4k pairs in C no matter what
σpos(H,F) is because the pairs in F \ H ∪D2 are a random permutation of the 4k pairs in C \ H (independent
of σpos(H,F)). It follows that this alternative viewpoint is equivalent and so we can express the left-hand side of
(4.4) by

ET [EH,D[GOOD(T,H,D) · pM,T (M3(H ∪D)) · pL,T (L3(H ∪D))]]

=ET [EC=F⊔D2 [EH∼(F3),D1=σpos(H,F)(F\H),D=D1⊔D2
[GOOD(T,H,D) · pM,T (M3(H ∪D)) · pL,T (L3(H ∪D))]]].

We further have that this expectation is upper bounded by

2 · ET [EC=F⊔D2 [pM,T (M4k+3(C)) · pL,T (L4k+3(C)) · EH∼(F3),D1=σpos(H,F)(F\H),D=D1⊔D2
[GOOD(T,H,D)]]].

This follows from the following observation: when (T,H,D) is good, pM,T (M3(H∪D)) ≤ (1+ǫ)pM,T (M4k+3(C))
since (M4k+3(C))H = M3(H) and (M4k+3(C))D is consistent with LB(D). Similarly, pL,T (L3(H ∪ D)) ≤
(1 + ǫ)pL,T (L4k+3(C)) since (L4k+3(C))H = L3(H) and (L4k+3(C))D is consistent with MA(D).

Now recall that µ4k+3(R) = ET [EC=F⊔D2 [pM,T (M4k+3(C))·pL,T (L4k+3(C))]] and so by combining the above
inequalities,

ET [EH,D[GOOD(T,H,D) · pM,T (M3(H ∪D)) · pL,T (L3(H ∪D))]]

≤2µ4k+3(R) · max
T,C=F⊔D2

{EH∼(F3),D1=σpos(H,F)(F\H),D=D1⊔D2
[GOOD(T,H,D)]}.

The remainder of this section will be devoted to showing that for any partition T and any ordering C = F ⊔D2,

EH∼(F3),D1=σpos(H,F)(F\H),D=D1⊔D2
[GOOD(T,H,D)] ≤

10

k2
. (4.7)

Then (4.4) directly follows.
Our main technical ingredient is the following. Let H and H ′ be two sets intersecting on at most one pair

of vertices. Then under a technical assumption, at least one of (T,H,D) and (T,H ′,D′) is not good. We
remark that this technical assumption is one of the key differences between our proof and that of Rothvoss’s



proof for general matchings. Indeed, the analogous statement in that paper always guarantees that at least one
of (T,H,D) and (T,H ′,D′) is not good. Moreover, this is also the reason why we use the family of permutations
{σpos(H,F)}pos(H,F)∈([2k+3]

3 ) with certain properties.

Lemma 4.3. Let (T,H,D = D1 ⊔D2) and (T ′, H ′,D′ = D′
1 ⊔D′

2) be two triples such that T = T ′, D2 = D′
2,

and |H ∩H ′| ≤ 1. If (u1, v1) and (u2, v2) are two pairs belonging to H ′ \H and LB(D)(v1) 6= LB(D)(v2), then
(T,H,D) and (T ′, H ′,D′) cannot both be good.

Proof. The goal of the proof is to find a 1-violation pair (M,L) ∈ R = M×L that contradicts the assumption
that R contains no such entry. This is conditioned on (T,H,D) and (T,H ′,D′) both being good and the existence
of two pairs (u1, v1), (u2, v2) ∈ H ′ \H such that LB(D)(v1) 6= LB(D)(v2). We now give five conditions that are
necessary and sufficient to construct an auxiliary pair (M ′, L′) that proves the existence of the 1-violation pair.

Recall the definitions of C, H , and D as shown in Figure 4, of A and B as shown in Figure 2, and of
MA(D), LB(D) as shown in Figure 3. To prove the existence of a 1-violation pair (M,L) ∈ R, it suffices to find
a perfect matching M ′ and a labeling L′ of C such that

(i) L′
H′ = L3(H

′)

(ii) L′
D′ is consistent with MA(D

′)

(iii) M ′
H = M3(H)

(iv) M ′
D

is consistent with LB(D)

(v) There is exactly one edge in M ′ that violates L′.

Now we explain more explicitly how the goodness assumption together with these five conditions imply we
can find a 1-violation. If we can find such a pair (M ′, L′), then by (i), (ii), and that (T,H ′,D′) is L-good,
pL,T (L

′) > 0, which implies that L ∩ Lall(T, L
′) 6= ∅. Let L be an arbitrary labeling in L ∩ Lall(T, L

′). Similarly,
by (iii), (iv), and that (T,H,D) is M-good, pM,T (M

′) > 0. This implies M ∩ Mall(T,M
′) 6= ∅. Let M be

an arbitrary matching in M ∩ Mall(T,M
′). Since M ∈ Mall(T ) and L ∈ Lall(T ) are sampled from the same

partition T , L is consistent with M on A and B. Together with (v), we conclude that (M,L) is a 1-violation pair
and (M,L) ∈ R because M ∈ M and L ∈ L.

Next, we exhibit a pair (M ′, L′) that satisfies (i)-(v). We first give a simple construction of L′:

L′(v) =

{
1 v /∈ C \ (H ′ ∩ V )
0 v ∈ H ′ ∩ V

. (4.8)

Let us verify that L′ satisfies (i) and (ii). Recall that L3(H) assigns 1s to vertices in H ′∩U and 0s to vertices
in H ′ ∩ V . Hence L′

H′ = L3(H
′), i.e. (i) holds. Moreover, since L′

D′ is the constant-1 function and MA(D
′)

contains only red edges, L′
D′ is consistent with MA(D

′), i.e. (ii) holds.
Next, we construct M ′ as follows:

M ′ = {(u, v, red), (u, v) ∈ C \ {(u1, v1), (u2, v2)}} ∪ {(u1, v2, blue), (u2, v1, blue)}.

Now let us verify that M ′ satisfies (iii) and (iv). Recall that M3(H) is the set of three red edges that connect
pairs in H . Since H ⊆ C \{(u1, v1), (u2, v2)}, M ′

H = M3(H), i.e. (iii) holds. For (iv), note that for any (u, v) ∈ D,
LB(D)(u) = LB(D)(v), thus all the red edges in M ′

D
are consistent w.r.t. LB(D). Moreover, by the assumption

of the lemma LB(D)(v1) 6= LB(D)(v2), which implies LB(D)(u1) 6= LB(D)(v2), LB(D)(u2) 6= LB(D)(v1) since
LB(D)(u1) = LB(D)(v1) and LB(D)(u2) = LB(D)(v2). Thus the two blue edges are also consistent. Hence (iv)
holds.

Finally, let us verify that M ′ along with L′ satisfies (v). Since for any (u, v) ∈ C \H ′, L′(u) = L′(v) = 1,
the 4k red edges in M ′ that connect pairs in C \H ′ are consistent w.r.t. L′. Let (u3, v3) denote the other pair in
H ′ other than (u1, v1) and (u2, v2). Note that L′(u1) = L′(u2) = L′(u3) = 1, L′(v1) = L′(v2) = L′(v3) = 0. Thus
the two blue edges (u1, v2), (u2, v1) are consistent w.r.t. L′ while the red edge (u3, v3) is the only violating edge.
Therefore, (v) holds.

In summary, we can find (M ′, L′) that satisfies (i)-(v), which implies the existence of 1-violation entry
(M,L) ∈ R, leading to a contradiction.
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Figure 5: The above two figures show how M ′ and L′ are constructed when k = 2. The left one shows the case
when |H ∩ H ′| = 1 while the right one shows the case when |H ∩ H ′| = 0. The red labeling is L′ and the blue
one is LB(D). The squiggly line is the only violating edge in both figures.

Finally, we show that there exists a set of permutations {σt : t ∈ [2k + 3]3} such that (4.7) holds. The proof
is by the probabilistic method.

Lemma 4.4. There is a family {σt : t ∈
(
[2k+3]

3

)
} of bijections σt : [2k + 3] \ t → [2k] such that the following

holds. For any subset S of
(
[2k+3]

3

)
with |S| ≥ 10k, there are t, t′ ∈ S and two elements v1, v2 ∈ t′ \ t satisfying

1 ≤ σt(v1) ≤ k < σt(v2) ≤ 2k.

Before proving this lemma, let us argue that it implies (4.7). Let {σpos(H,F) : pos(H,F) ∈
(
[2k+3]

3

)
} be the family

guaranteed by the lemma. Fix any partition T and any ordering C = F ⊔D2. Suppose toward a contradiction
that

EH∼(F3),D1=σpos(H,F)(F\H),D=D1⊔D2
[GOOD(T,H,D)] >

10

k2
.

As there are
(
2k+3

3

)
≥ k3 many choices of H , this implies that there are at most 10k choices of H such that

(T,H,D) is good. By the above lemma, two of these choices, say H and H ′ with corresponding triples (T,H,D)
and (T,H ′,D′), must be such that there exist two pairs (u1, v1), (u2, v2) ∈ H ′ \H satisfying 1 ≤ σpos(H,F)(v1) ≤
k < σpos(H,F)(v2) ≤ 2k. By the definition of LB(D), this means that LB(D)(v1) 6= LB(D)(v2). Lemma 4.3 now
gives the contradiction that not both (T,H,D) and (T,H ′,D′) can be good.

It remains to prove that there is a family of “good” permutations.

Proof. [Proof of Lemma 4.4] The proof is by the probabilistic method: we show that a random family is likely to
satisfy the statement.

Given two t, t′ ∈
(
[2k+3]

3

)
, let E(t, t′) denote the event that either |t ∩ t′| ≥ 2, or for any two elements v1 and

v2 belonging to t′ \ t, either 1 ≤ σt(v1), σt(v2) ≤ k or k+1 ≤ σt(v1), σt(v2) ≤ 2k. Note that if E(t, t′) is false then
there must be v1, v2 ∈ t′ \ t such that 1 ≤ σt(v1) ≤ k < σt(v2) ≤ 2k.

Now fix a subset S of
(
[2k+3]

3

)
such that |S| = 10k. We let E(t, S) denote the event that E(t, t′) happens for

all t′ ∈ S and E(S) denote the event that E(t, S) happens for all t ∈ S. We will prove that Pr[E(S)] ≤ 2−Ω(k4/3).
There are ((2k+3

3

)

10k

)

= kO(k)

different subsets S of cardinality 10k. Thus by the union bound, the event E(S) is false for all subsets S of
cardinality 10k with probability 1 − ok(1). This implies the lemma. Indeed, a random family is likely to satisfy
the statement of the lemma.

It remains to show that E(S) happens with probability at most 2−Ω(k4/3) for a subset S of cardinality 10k.
Each bijection σt is chosen independently uniformly at random. Moreover, the only randomness that impacts the



event E(t, S) is the choice of σt. It follows that the events in {E(t, S) : t ∈ S} are mutually independent. So to

prove that Pr[E(S)] ≤ 2−Ω(k4/3), it suffices to show that Pr[E(t, S)] = 2−Ω(k1/3) for t ∈ S.
There are at most 3k different triples t′ such that |t∩ t′| ≥ 2. Since E(t, t′) is always true in this case, we can

remove such t′ and obtain S′ ⊆ S such that |S′| ≥ 7k and every t′ ∈ S′ satisfies |t ∩ t′| ≤ 1. Name the elements
of S′ = {t1, t2, . . . , tℓ} where ℓ = |S′| ≥ 7k.

We say that ti is special if ti \ (t1 ∪ · · · ∪ ti−1) 6= ∅. Let si denote the number of special elements in t1, . . . , ti.
Then

ri := |t1 ∪ · · · ∪ ti| ≤ 3si.

For a special ti, consider an arbitrary element x in ti \ (t1 ∪ · · · ∪ ti−1). If we condition on the events E(t, t1),
E(t, t2), . . . , E(t, ti−1) happening, the probability that 1 ≤ σt(x) ≤ k (or k + 1 ≤ σt(x) ≤ 2k) is at most

k
2k−ri

≤ k
2k−3si

. Moreover, since a set of size r can have at most
(
r
3

)
different subsets of size 3, we have

7k ≤ ℓ ≤
(
ri
3

)
≤

(
3sℓ
3

)
, which implies that sℓ = Ω

(
k1/3

)
. Finally, we apply the chain rule and obtain that

Pr[E(t, S)] = Pr[E(t, t1) ∧ · · · ∧ E(t, tℓ)]

=
ℓ∏

i=1

Pr[E(t, ti)|E(t, t1) ∧ · · · ∧ E(t, ti−1)]

≤
∏

1≤i≤ℓ,i special

Pr[E(t, ti)|E(t, t1) ∧ · · · ∧E(t, ti−1)]

≤
∏

0≤i≤min(sℓ,k/4)

k

2k − 3i

= 2−Ω(k1/3).

As aforementioned, this implies that Pr[E(S)] ≤ 2−Ω(k4/3), which in turn implies the lemma by taking the
union bound over all S with |S| = 10k.

4.6 Contributions of Bad Triples Finally, let us bound the contribution of bad triples. We restate the
desired inequality here.

ET [EH,D[BAD(T,H,D) · pM,T (M3(H ∪D)) · pL,T (L3(H ∪D))]] ≤ ǫ · µ3(R) + 2−ηm. (4.6)

We need the following lemma from [19], which was implicitly stated in [18] to prove the set disjointness lower
bound, and has been widely used in various forms in other works as well. The lemma is essentially based on an
entropy counting argument.

Lemma 4.5. ([19]) For every α, β > 0 and q ∈ N, there is a constant δ := δ(α, β, q) such that the following
holds. Let X1, . . . , Xm be sets of size |Xi| ≤ q, and denote X := X1 × · · · ×Xm. Let Y ⊆ X be a subset of size
|Y | ≥ 2−δm|X |. We say an index i ∈ [m] is α-unbiased, if

1

1 + α
Pr
y∈X

[y ∈ Y ] ≤ Pr
y∈X

[y ∈ Y : yi = j] ≤ (1 + α) Pr
y∈X

[y ∈ Y ].

for every j ∈ Xi. Then at most βm indices are α-biased.

To prove (4.6), we use the same framework as that in Rothvoss’s paper. The rough idea is as follows. First,
we swap the order of the expectations in the left-hand side of (4.6). For each fixed 3-violation entry (M,L), we
sample the uniform distribution over the set of all triples (T,H,D) that generate (M,L). Let J denote the set
of indices i ∈ [m] such that LAi = LB(Ai). Then we pick a uniformly random i ∈ J ∪ {0}, and exchange D with
Aj (we let A0 := D). Observe that we still obtain a uniform distribution over tuples that generate (M,L). If
(T,H,D) is bad, then it is not small, so by Lemma 4.5, at most ǫ′m indices are biased. The ideal situation is that

|J | ≥ ǫ′

ǫ m so that at most an ǫ-fraction of triples are bad. However, it is possible that |J | is small, say o(m). In
that case, we cannot bound the contribution since we only have an O(m) upper bound on the number of biased
indices. To get around this, we need the notions of balanced matchings and balanced labelings.



Given a partition T , we say a matching M ∈ Mall(T ) is balanced w.r.t. T if MBi = MA(Bi) for at least
a 1

2ck
-fraction of indices i ∈ [m], where ck := (4k)!. Let BalM(T ) := {M ∈ Mall(T ) : |{i ∈ [m] : MBi =

MA(Bi)}| ≥
m
2ck

} denote the set of all such matchings. Likewise, we say a labeling L ∈ Lall(T ) is balanced

w.r.t. T if LAi = LB(Ai) for at least a 1
2ck

-fraction of i ∈ [m]. Let BalL(T ) := {L ∈ Lall(T ) : |{i ∈ [m] :

LAi = LB(Ai)}| ≥ m
2ck

} denote the set of all such labelings. Note that the number of perfect matchings
consistent with some particular labeling on a block of size 4k is exactly ck and the number of labelings consistent
with some particular perfect matching on a block of size 4k is 24k < ck. Recall the process that generates
µ3. We first sample the triple (T,H,D), and then we sample (M,L) according to a product distribution:
M ∼ Mall(T,M3(H ∪D)), L ∼ Lall(T, L3(H ∪D)). Observe that MA1 , . . . ,MAm , LB1 , . . . , LBm are independent.
Moreover, E[|{i ∈ [m] : LAi = LB(Ai)}|] > E[|{i ∈ [m] : MBi = MA(Bi)}|] =

m
ck
. By the Chernoff bound and

union bound, for sufficiently large m, we thus have

EM∼Mall(T,M3(H∪D)),L∼Lall(T,L3(H∪D))

[
1M/∈BalM(T )∨L/∈BalL(T )

]
≤ 2e

− m
8ck < 2−ηm,

where η := η(k) = 1
16ck

. In other words, for any fixed partition T , the contribution of unbalanced entries is tiny.
Thus we only need to bound the contribution of balanced entries:

ET,H,D

[
EM∼Mall(T,M3(H∪D)),L∼Lall(T,L3(H∪D))

[
BAD(T,H,D) · 1(M,L)∈R∧M∈BalM(T )∧L∈BalL(T )

]]

≤ ǫ · µ3(R). (4.9)

By swapping the order of expectations, we get

L.H.S. of (4.9) = E(M,L)∼µ3

[
1(M,L)∈R · E(T,H,D)∼P(M,L)[BAD(T,H,D) · 1M∈BalM(T ) · 1L∈BalL(T )]

]
, (4.10)

where P(M,L) is defined as the set of triples (T,H,D) that could generate (M,L), i.e.

P(M,L) := {(T,H,D) : M ∈ Mall(T,M3(H ∪D)), L ∈ Lall(T, L3(H ∪D))}.

The reason why the inner expectation of the right-hand side of (4.10) is taking the uniform distribution is
given by Bayes’ rule and the fact that we sample the triples (T,H,D) with equal probability when we generate
µ3:

Pr[(T,H,D) | (M,L)] =
Pr[(T,H,D)] Pr[(M,L) | (T,H,D)]

Pr[(M,L)]
=

Pr[(T,H,D)]

((4k)!24k)mµ3(M,L)
.

To complete the proof of (4.6), it suffices to bound the proportion of bad triples for each pair (M,L):

E(T,H,D)∼P(M,L)[BAD(T,H,D) · 1M∈BalM(T ) · 1L∈BalL(T )] ≤ ǫ. (4.11)

Indeed, (4.9) directly follows from (4.11) since

(4.10) ≤ E(M,L)∼µ3

[
1(M,L)∈R · ǫ

]
= ǫ · µ3(R).

Given a triple (T,H,D) ∈ T , we say (T,H,D) is M−bad (resp. L−bad), if (T,H,D) is neither small nor
M−good (resp. L−good). Let M−BAD(T,H,D) (resp. L−BAD(T,H,D)) denote its corresponding indicator
function. Note that if (T,H,D) is bad, it is either M−bad or L−bad. Then we have

L.H.S. of (4.11) ≤ E(T,H,D)∼P(M,L)[M− BAD(T,H,D) · 1M∈BalM(T )]

+ E(T,H,D)∼P(M,L)[L− BAD(T,H,D) · 1L∈BalL(T )].

We will bound the contribution of M-bad triples and L-bad triples separately.

Lemma 4.6. Let (M,L) be a 3-violation entry in the support of µ3. Then

E(T,H,D)∼P(M,L)[L− BAD(T,H,D) · 1L∈BalL(T )] ≤
ǫ

2
.

Lemma 4.7. Let (M,L) be a 3-violation entry in the support of µ3. Then

E(T,H,D)∼P(M,L)[M− BAD(T,H,D) · 1M∈BalM(T )] ≤
ǫ

2
.



Here we will only present the proof for Lemma 4.6. Lemma 4.7 can be proved analogously.

Proof. [Proof of Lemma 4.6] We first sample a uniform triple (T,H,D) ∼ P(M,L). In order to show the desired
bound, we introduce one more step, which yields the same uniform distribution. Let J(T, L) = {0 ≤ i ≤ m : LAi =
LB(Ai)} (we define A0 := D so 0 is guaranteed to be in J(T, L)). Then we pick i ∈ J(T, L) uniformly at random.
Finally, we exchange Ai with D (if i = 0, nothing happens) and get a new triple (T ′, H,D′ = Ai). We claim
that the distribution of (T ′, H,D′) is still uniform over P(M,L). In fact, for any (T ′, H,D′) ∈ P(M,L), there
are exactly |J(T ′, L)| many triples (T,H,D) ∈ P(M,L) that could generate (T ′, H,D′) by following the above
exchange process, and for each of those triples, the probability that (T ′, H,D′) is sampled is exactly 1

|J(T ′,L)| .

Then we can deduce that

E(T,H,D)∼P(M,L)[L − BAD(T,H,D) · 1L∈BalL(T )]

=E(T,H,D)∼P(M,L)

[
Ei∈J(T,L)

[
L− BAD(T i, H,Di) · 1L∈BalL(T i)

]]
,

where (T i, H,Di) is the triple induced by swapping the role of D and Ai in (T,H,D).
It suffices to show for any fixed (T,H,D) ∈ P(M,L),

Ei∈J(T,L)[L − BAD(T i, H,Di) · 1L∈BalL(T i)] ≤ ǫ/2. (4.12)

If |J(T, L)| < m
2ck

, then L /∈ BalL(T
i) for all i ∈ J(T, L). We can then conclude that the left-hand side of

(4.12) is 0, as desired.
On the other hand, if |J(T, L)| ≥ m

2ck
, we can assume that (T j, H,Dj) is bad for some j ∈ J(T, L) because

otherwise, the left-hand side of (4.12) is again 0. Define Xi := {all labelings on Ai consistent with MA(Ai)}, and
X := X0 × · · · ×Xm. Let

Y := {LA0∪···∪Am : L ∈ Lall(T
j , L3(H ⊔Dj)) ∩ L} ⊆ X

be the set of labelings L’s restrictions on D and A-blocks, where L is sampled w.r.t. (T,H,D) when generating
µ3 and L ∈ L (recall L is the set of columns of the fixed rectangle R = M×L). Then we have

|Y | ≥ 2−δm
∏

i6=j

|Xi| ≥ 2−1.1δm|X |,

where the first inequality follows from the assumption that (T j , H,Dj) is not small, and the second inequality
follows from the simple observation that 20.1δm > ck ≥ |Xj | when m is sufficiently large.

Choosing δ := 0.9δ( ǫ3 ,
ǫ

4ck
, ck) in Lemma 4.5, the number of ǫ

3 -biased indices is bounded by ǫm
4ck

, which implies

that at most an ǫ
2 -fraction of indices i ∈ J(T, L) are ǫ

3 -biased.
To complete the proof, we only need to show that for any ǫ

3 -unbiased index i, (T i, H,Di) is L-good. Indeed, if
i is ǫ

3 -unbiased, for any labeling L′ on GAi consistent with MA(Ai), we have pL,T i(L3(H)∪L′) ≥ 1
1+ǫ/3 Pry∼X [y ∈

Y ] and pL,T i(L3(H ∪Di)) ≤ (1 + ǫ/3)Pry∼X [y ∈ Y ]. Thus

pL,T i(L3(H ∪Di)) ≤ (1 + ǫ)pL,T i(L3(H) ∪ L′) (4.13)

since (1 + ǫ/3)2 ≤ 1 + ǫ.
Therefore, for at most an ǫ

2 -fraction of indices i ∈ J(T, L), (T i, H,Di) is L-bad, which directly implies (4.12).
In conclusion, no matter the size of J(T, L), (4.12) always holds. So the lemma follows.

5 Polytope Feasibility

In this section we prove that our relaxation is infeasible if and only if the bipartite graph G has no perfect
matching with an odd number of red edges (called an odd-red PM). Recall that the feasibility linear program we
used is the following.

∑

e∈δ(u)

xe = 1 for all u ∈ U ∪ V

∑

e∈EL

xe ≥ 1 for all L ∈ Lall(G)

xe ≥ 0 for all e ∈ E.



u

v

Figure 6: Back-edge along same root-leaf path, with the green edge violating the labeling.

Here, labelings Lall(G) are as defined in Section 3. In other words, we will prove that G has no odd-red PM
if and only if there is a labeling such that all edges of G that are in some perfect matching (let us call them the
relevant edges) are consistent with this labeling, proving the following.

Theorem 5.1. The above LP is feasible if and only if G has an odd-red perfect matching.

Proof. By Claim 3.1, if G has an odd-red PM then there is no labeling such that all matching edges are consistent
and so the indicator vector of this odd-red PM satisfies the above constraints. It remains to prove that if G has
no odd-red PM then the above polytope is empty. We will do this by showing that if G has no odd-red PM then
there is a labeling consistent with all relevant edges. This is sufficient because any feasible point in the above LP
is a convex combination of perfect matchings since the bipartite matching polytope is integral, but all the edges
in these perfect matchings will be consistent with some labeling so the polytope is indeed empty. To this end,
fix a perfect matching of G that has an even number of red edges. We show that if we cannot find a labeling
consistent on all the relevant edges, then we can find an odd-red perfect matching.

Consider the edge-induced subgraph of relevant edges and take some connected component. We direct the
edges: direct e from the left partition to the right partition if e is in the perfect matching and right to left
otherwise.

Claim 5.1. This component is strongly connected unless it is a single edge.

Proof. For any edge in this component, it is either in every perfect matching that exists in G, or not. In the
former case, the component is just the single edge since no edges adjacent to either endpoint can be in any perfect
matching.

In the latter case, since the edge is relevant, it must be in an alternating cycle of the perfect matching we
fixed at the beginning. In fact, then every edge in the component has this property since an edge cannot be in
every perfect matching if it has an adjacent edge that is in some perfect matching. Now that every edge is in an
alternating cycle, we have that the component is strongly connected.

Now it suffices to either consistently label this strongly connected component or find an odd-red alternating
cycle. Note that by rotating the matching on a single odd-red alternating cycle we change the parity of the red
edges in the perfect matching. To this end, start at some vertex in the left partition and build a tree using
breadth-first search (depth-first search works the same). Let the root node be at depth zero. We have that
even-depth vertices in the tree have a single out-going edge that is a matching edge and odd-depth vertices can
have multiple out-going edges that are all non-matching since we started in the left partition.

Fix some labeling consistent with the edges of the tree, which is possible because there are no cycles. However,
there are non-tree edges that could violate this labeling. In particular, a non-tree edge is a non-matching edge
and directs from an odd-depth vertex to an even-degree one, and is either a back-edge (directs to a lower-depth
vertex on the same root-leaf path), a forward-edge (directs to a higher-depth vertex on the same root-leaf path),
or a cross-edge.

Consider first the case of a back-edge (u, v), as seen in Figure 6. Then we have an alternating cycle starting
from v that uses tree edges until u, and then uses the violating edge (u, v), so it has exactly one violating edge.

Claim 5.2. An even cycle has an odd number of red edges if and only if for every labeling there are an odd number
of violating edges.



u

v

lca(u, v)

Figure 7: Forward edge uv. The dotted curve in blue shows some path from v to u.

Proof. Note that the parity of blue edges is the same as the parity of red edges in an even cycle. If we start
with an arbitrary label at an arbitrary vertex and label the vertices consistently with the edge colors by walking
around the cycle, then each blue edge flips the sign of the last labelled vertex. Hence, an odd number of blue edges
results in one violating edge and an even number of blue edges results in all edges being consistently labelled.
Now if we start flipping some labels, each flipped label can either add two violating edges if the two incident
edges to the flipped vertex were originally consistent, subtract two violating edges if the incident edges were
originally violating, or maintain the number of violating edges if one incident edge was violating and the other
was consistent. Hence, the parity of number of violating edges is preserved for any labeling.

With this claim, we have that the alternating cycle in Figure 6 has an odd number of red edges so we have
an odd-red matching.

Now suppose that the violating non-tree edge (u, v) is a forward edge, as in Figure 7. Since the component
is strongly connected by Claim 5.1 there must be an alternating path from v to the lowest common ancestor of
u and v, lca(u, v) (which in this case is just u). If there are an odd number of violating edges in this path then
complete a circuit by going from lca(u, v) to v by only taking tree-edges. Otherwise, the completed circuit by
going from lca(u, v) to v using the violating edge (u, v) has an odd number of violating edges. In either case, this
circuit enters and exits every vertex the same number of times so the edges traversed form an Eulerian circuit.
A basic fact in graph theory says that an Eulerian circuit can be decomposed into edge-disjoint cycles. Since
the original circuit had an odd number of violating edges it cannot be that every cycle in the decomposition has
an even number of violating edges. Taking a cycle with an odd number of violating edges, by Claim 5.2 it is an
odd-red alternating cycle.

Actually the case of a cross non-tree edge (u, v) is the same. It can look like either tree in Figure 8, depending
on the relative depths of u and v, but we have the same argument as for forward edges. This concludes the proof
of Theorem 5.1.
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